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Abstract

Although terminological logics as well as temporal reasoning has re-
ceived considerable attention in the knowledge representation community
in the last years, few attempts have been made to integrate those fields.
We study the combination of the temporal logic LITE and a terminological
logic to obtain a temporal terminological logic.

We emphasize defining a terminological logic (T-LITE) where the ex-
tensions of concepts are time-dependent in the following sense : first, the
individuals belonging to a concept are appearances of objects in a temporal
context; secondly, we allow concepts to be defined in terms of developments
of objects. Formal semantics for T-LITE are provided.
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1 Introduction

Although terminological logics as well as temporal reasoning has received con-
siderable attention in the knowledge representation community in the last years,
few attempts have been made to integrate those fields. We study the combi-
nation of LITE (Logic Involving Time and Evolution) semantics and a base
terminological logic so as to extend terminological logic with concepts regard-
ing time and evolution.

Terminological logics or concept languages are languages tailored for ex-
pressing knowledge about concepts and concept hierarchies. They are usually
given a Tarski style declarative semantics (see eg. [Neb90, App A]), which
allows them to be seen as sub-languages of predicate logic. One starts with
primitive concepts and roles, and can use the language constructs (such as in-
tersection, union, role quantification etc.) to define new concepts and roles.
Concepts can be considered as unary predicates which are interpreted as sets of
individuals whereas roles are binary predicates which are interpreted as binary
relations between individuals. The basic reasoning tasks are unsatisfiability and
subsumption checking. A concept is unsatisfiable if it always denotes an empty
set. A concept C is subsumed by a concept D if the extension of C is always a
subset of the extension of D.
A whole family of knowledge representation systems have been built using these
languages and for most of them complexity results for the subsumption algo-
rithm are known (e.g. KL-ONE[BrS85], BACK [Neb90], CLASSIC [Bo*89],
KANDOR [PaS84], KRYPTON [Br*85], LOOM [MGB87]).

‘LITE’ ([Rön90],[Rön92]) on the other hand, is a variation to first-order
predicate logic where in particular the notion of object is revised from being
an indivisible entity into being a temporal structure of versions. Each object
version is then indivisible and unchanged in time, while an object changes in
time by taking different appearances.

When approaching the task of mixing terminological logic with time, we
observe that the idea of ”temporal concept” requires some analysis. On the one
hand, a concept may be time-dependent in its extension, i.e. the set of objects
satisfying its definition is different at different times. This is the case usually
dealt with (e.g. [Sch90]), and it seems to be in some way a ”first” or more
immediate case.

A concept may also be time-dependent in its definition, whereby we mean
that an object is included in or excluded from the concept extension depending
on which development the object shows. For instance, the concept ‘traffic-light’
defined as a light cycling over being1 green, yellow, and red is such a concept.

1Subject to national variation.
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The latter kind of concepts seems to potentially extend beyond the idea
of concept languages, because the extension of a concept no longer is a set of
single objects but more like a set of history fragments involving several objects
in some certain development combinations. For instance, the concept of ‘chess-
game’ denotes scenarios involving (at least) two players, a chess board, and
chess pieces, where the latter move over the chess board admitting to a small
set of specific rules. To cover these kinds of concepts in terms of terminological
logic, one has to reify; to introduce abstract objects that denote scenarios.

Finally, a concept may also change in itself, so that its extension changes
because its definition changes. For instance the concept of (legally) ‘adult’ may
change by decreasing the required age. This kind of development is probably
even more difficult to deal with within terminological logic, since for one thing,
it means that subsumption relationships change.

In our study here we use the same base concept language as [Sch90], which
formally is a subset of most current terminological logics. However while the
focus in [Sch90] is on the ability to express extensional concept changes by using
explicit time references, we focus on using more implicit temporal qualifications
for object selection in the sense of classification2. Further we make a start in
tackling the second kind of time-dependent concepts, i.e. where an object is
included in or excluded from the concept extension depending on which devel-
opment the object shows. In section 2 we describe the temporal logic LITE.
Then we use the LITE semantics to define in section 3 the temporal termino-
logical logic T-LITE. We conclude the paper with an example (section 4) and
a discussion (section 5).

2 LITE

The LITE ([Rön92]) logic is a first-order predicate logic with an extension
allowing objects to be seen as sets of versions. The syntax of the temporal
framework is the normal syntax of first-order predicate logic extended by the use
of the temporal operator @. In principle, the normal first order logic semantics
is also used, but over versions, rather than over objects.

Formally, a structure is a tuple (Vs,Obj,Col,Rel,Func). Vs is the set of dis-
tinct individuals that correspond to the appearances or versions of the objects.
We have a partial time order between versions. Versions belonging to the same
object which are not ordered by the partial time order are said to be parallel
versions. Obj is the set of objects. An object is a set of versions. All objects are
pairwise disjoint. Col is the set of collections. A collection is a set composed of
exactly one version of each object such that all those versions are potentially

2It may of course be useful in practice to allow clock metrics, but in our approach, such
metric is contained within the data rather than extending the representation language.
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contemporary (see below). The version of object x in the collection t is denoted
by x@t. A collection can be seen as a possible time-slice over the objects. Func
is the set of functions. A function has its arguments in Vs or Col and its image
in Obj. Rel is the set of relations. A relation has its arguments in Vs or Col.

A formula is interpreted with respect to a structure S, a collection t in the
structure and a binding h which maps variables to objects and time variables to
collections. The principle is to interpret formulas in the classical way with the
exception that object references are disambiguated to versions by intersecting
the object with the collection t.

Figure 1: ordering between collections

By revising the notion of object from being an indivisible entity into being
a temporal structure of versions, mixed time relations are easily expressed in
LITE. A sentence like “Now, I like young Plato but I don’t like old Plato” can
be expressed in LITE as follows.

∀t : ((Young(Plato@t) → Like(me@now,Plato@t))
∧ (Old(Plato@t) → ¬Like(me@now,Plato@t)))

We see that in this sentence three different tenses are at work, indicated by
‘now’, ‘young’ and ‘old’. With temporal indexing on objects, ‘now’ qualifies ‘I’
while ‘young’ and ‘old’ are different qualifications for Plato.

Due to the importance of the ‘collection’ notion, we give the formal definition
[Rön92].

Definition

A set u of one version of each object is a collection iff there is no
object x whose version x@u in u is succeeded by a version α of x
that precedes the version y@u of another object y in u.
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The time ordering of versions induces an ordering on the collections such
that t1�t2 for collections t1 and t2 if for all objects x : x@t1�x@t2. We note
that not all collections are related to each other in this way. If t16�t2 and t2 6�t1
then t1 and t2 are regarded as parallel collections. This could for instance
represent different possible ways in which the world can have evolved.
Let us assume for the example in figure 1 that t1={x1,y1}, t2={x2,y2} and
t3={x3,y2}. Then we have t1�t2, t1�t3, and t2 and t3 are parallel collections.
An interval [t1,t2] for t1�t2 is the set of collections t such that t1�t�t2.

In the rest of this paper we sometimes write “an object at time t” where we
actually mean “the version of the object in collection t”.

3 A Temporal Terminological Logic

In our attempt to combine the LITE semantics with terminological logic, we
define a term valuation function relative to a structure so that the value of a
concept is a set of pairs 〈d, t〉 of objects d and collections t. We call such a pair
a pointer which points to the version d@t.

Table 1

Concept Terms

concept ::= primitive− concept

| (and concept+)

| (all role concept)

| (atleast min role)

| (atmost max role)

| (sometimes concept)

| (always concept)

| (at concept)

| (when role concept)

| (does role)

Role Terms

role ::= primitive− role

| (and role+)

| (domain concept)

| (range concept)

| (occurs role)

| (prevails role)

| (seq role+)

| (loop role+)

A concept term is a term whose value is a set of pointers; namely the pointers
satisfying the particular selection conditions of the term. A role term is a term
whose value is a set of pointer pairs such that the pairs satisfy the role term
definition. Our language accepts the concept and role terms shown in table 1.
Their formal semantics are defined as in table 2.

Concepts and roles may also be primitive3, in which case their values are

3In [Neb90] a primitive concept is a concept for which the meaning of the concept can only
be partially determined by its description. It seems to serve the same purpose in the sense
that all concepts and roles are defined directly or indirectly from the primitive concepts and
roles.
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directly retrievable in the structure; the concepts as sets of pointers and the
roles as sets of pairs of pointers. Intuitively a primitive concept is seen as a
property of an object version, and a primitive role is seen as a binary relation
between object versions.

Table 2

Standard Terms

D is the domain set of all pointers.

ε[(and c1 ... cn)]
= ∩ni=1ε[ci]

ε[(all r c)]
= { 〈d, t〉 | ∀ d′, t′ : 〈〈d, t〉, 〈d′, t′〉〉 ∈ ε[r] → 〈d′, t′〉 ∈ ε[c] }

ε[(atleast m r)]
= { 〈d, t〉 | ]I(d, t, r) ≥ m }
where I(d, t, r) = { d’ | 〈〈d, t〉, 〈d′, t〉〉 ∈ ε[r] }

ε[(atmost m r)]
= { 〈d, t〉 | ]I(d, t, r) ≤ m }
where I(d, t, r) = { d’ | 〈〈d, t〉, 〈d′, t〉〉 ∈ ε[r] }

ε[(and r1 ... rn)]
=
⋂n

i=1
ε[ri]

ε[(domain c)]
= ε[c] x D

ε[(range c)]
= D x ε[c]

Primary Temporal Terms

ε[(sometimes c)]
= { 〈d, t〉 | ∃t′ : 〈d, t′〉 ∈ ε[c] }

ε[(always c)]
= { 〈d, t〉 | ∀t′ : 〈d, t′〉 ∈ ε[c] }

ε[(at c)]
= { 〈d, t〉 | ∃d′ : 〈d′, t〉 ∈ ε[c] }

ε[(when r c)]
= { 〈d, t〉 | ∀d′ : 〈〈d, t〉, 〈d′, t〉〉 ∈ ε[r] → 〈d′, t〉 ∈ ε[c] }

ε[(occurs r)]
= { 〈〈d, t〉, 〈d′, t〉〉 | ∃t′ : d@t = d@t′∧ 〈〈d, t′〉, 〈d′, t′〉〉 ∈ ε[r] }

ε[(prevails r)]
= { 〈〈d, t〉, 〈d′, t〉〉 | ∀t′ : d@t = d@t′ → 〈〈d, t′〉, 〈d′, t′〉〉 ∈ ε[r] }
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Secondary Temporal Terms

ε[(seq r1 ... rn)]
= { 〈〈d, t〉, 〈d, t′〉〉 | ∃ t1 � .. � tn+1 : t = t1 ∧ t′ = tn+1

∧ (∀ i ∈ {1, ..., n} : 〈〈d, ti〉, 〈d, ti+1〉〉 ∈ ε[ri]) }

ε[(loop r1 ... rn)]
= { 〈〈d, t〉, 〈d, t′〉〉 | ∃k > 0 : ∃ t1 � .. � t(k∗n+1) : t = t1 ∧ t′ = t(k∗n+1)

∧ (∀ i ∈ {1, ..., k ∗ n} : 〈〈d, ti〉, 〈d, ti+1〉〉 ∈ ε[rq(i)]) }
where q(i) = (i+ p mod n) + 1 for some constant p ∈ {0, ..., n− 1}

ε[(does r)]
= { 〈d, t〉 | ∃ t′, t” : t′ � t � t” ∧ 〈〈d, t′〉, 〈d, t”〉〉 ∈ ε[r] }

The constructs and, all, atleast, and atmost for concepts and and, do-
main, and range for roles are regarded as standard terms and we aim for
definitions which as much as possible follow the standard definitions for these
terms. We do introduce however some amount of temporal dependency; e.g. the
counting of role fillers implied by atmost and atleast occurs within collections.

Although these standard terms do not seem to be time dependent in the
mnemonics of the operators, they really are of course. Consider for example
the following term.

(and male (atleast 1 (and child (range female))))

This term selects the males in versions at the times at which they have atleast
1 daughter. By associating a concept with a set of pointers, we allow a concept
to select versions of objects within a temporal context.

The constructs sometimes, always, at, and when for concepts and oc-
curs and prevails for roles are seen as primary temporal terms. They are used
for temporal qualifications based on inter object synchronization.

The constructs (sometimes c) and (always c) are object selectors, i.e. they
select all pointers for a particular object if the object belongs to the concept c
at some time, or at all times respectively.

The (at c) construct is the temporal4 counterpart of (sometimes c). It
selects a whole collection whenever some object in that collection satisfies c.
The at term is for example most useful in connection with more explicit col-
lection references, so that e.g. August-1990 would be a qualification for some
collections. This is accomplished by assuming a number of time counter ob-
jects. The qualification August may then be used in reference to some specific
month counter versions and 1990 to some year counter versions. The concept
August-1990 would then be defined as

4In the sense that it selects collections instead of object.
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(and (at August) (at 1990))

Figure 2:

The concept term (when r c) is in principle the same as (all r c) but with
the addition of the constraint that the role filling pointer is synchronized with
the collection in which the role is filled. The difference can easily be seen in the
following example. Consider an object with the name PETER. Assume then
that a particular version of PETER owns a red car that changes to green5 and
he owns no other cars (see figure 2). Then the terms

(all owned-car red)

(all owned-car green)

do not select this particular PETER version. On the other hand

(when owned-car red)

(when owned-car green)

select both this particular PETER version although within different tem-
poral context (〈PETER, t1〉 for (when owned-car red) and 〈PETER, t2〉 for
(when owned-car green)).

Whereas sometimes and always are object selectors with respect to con-
cepts, occurs and prevails are version selectors with respect to roles. They

5This means that we assume that PETER’s appearance does not change when he sees his
car changing color.
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Figure 3:

select all pointers for a particular version as first argument if the version is first
argument for the role r at some time, or at all times respectively. The role term
occurs extends a contemporary role filling to a contemporary role filling over
a whole version. The role term prevails selects pairs only if the role holds for
the whole version of the pointer which is first argument.
For the example in figure 2 both

(prevails owned-car)

(occurs owned-car)

select 〈〈PETER, t1〉, 〈CAR, t1〉〉 and 〈〈PETER, t2〉, 〈CAR, t2〉〉.
For the example in figure 3, (prevails owned-car) does not select any pointer
pair . On the other hand (occurs owned-car) extends the role to the whole ver-
sion and selects 〈〈PETER, t1〉, 〈CAR, t1〉〉 as well as 〈〈PETER, t2〉, 〈CAR, t2〉〉.

Finally the constructs does for concepts and seq and loop for roles are in-
troduced as secondary temporal terms allowing for temporal qualification based
on intra object synchronization, i.e. object development. These operators might
also be called plan forming operators.

The concept term does transforms a succession role into a selection of all
the pointers over which the development appears. The outcome of a seq term
is the transition from the first to the last object versions between which the
indicated development appears. An object changing color from green to yellow
to red in succession could for instance be defined by the following term :

(seq (domain green) (domain yellow) (domain red))

Informally, the loop construct recognizes a recurrent development correspond-
ing to a succession of equal sequences.

9



4 Example

By this example we illustrate two specific issues in using T-LITE. One thing
is the ability to recognize and classify objects by means of their development
in time. The other thing is the ability to recognize and classify a compound
scenario by means of how the developments of components are synchronized.
Both of these are issues that emphasize the temporal aspects in a scenario
classification.

An intuitively simple kind of object recognized and classified through its
development is a traffic light. Informally, a traffic light is a light which continu-
ously changes color from green to yellow to red to green. This can be formulated
in T-LITE as follows. (We use ::= as a definition symbol.)

traffic-light ::=
(and light

(always
(does

(loop
(domain green)
(domain yellow)
(domain red)))))

Traffic lights are posted at the entries to an intersection so that some few
lanes are controlled by each light. The intersection as a whole can then be clas-
sified through the synchronized behavior of the lights. We call an intersection
‘safe’ if the lights are synchronized so that crossing lanes never show green at
the same time.

We introduce a ‘conflict point’ as an object being related to two or more
lanes, that each is controlled by a traffic light. The conflict point is ‘resolved’
when there is at most one lane whose signal is green at any one time. We obtain
the following :

resolved-point ::=
(and conflict-point

(atmost 1
(occurs

(and lane
(range

(when signal green))))))

The appearance of the occurs term forces the cycling of green signals to be
represented in the development of the resolved point. Only one lane is allowed
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to have a green signal per resolved point object version. Without this occurs
term resolved points whose development are unrelated with respect to the green
light signaling, are allowed.

A safe intersection is then defined as :

safe-intersection ::=
(and intersection

(all crossing (always resolved-point)))

We note that (always resolved-point) stresses the fact that every version of
the resolved point object is classified as a resolved-point. Without the always
the intersection might have been safe only sometimes, which is not our intention.

5 Discussion

One of the main arguments for using terminological logics rather than pure first
order logic is the computability. Sound and possibly complete algorithms that
compute subsumptions is the central issue for providing practical KR services.
Until now, as in [Sch90], no algorithms are available for this temporal termino-
logical logic. In this preliminary report, we have concentrated on extending the
syntax and semantics of a basic terminological logic to include temporal infor-
mation about changing extensions of an object and concepts defined in terms
of development of objects.

Schmiedel’s work [Sch90] bases on Allen’s interval calculus [All83] as tem-
poral framework. Concepts are associated with functions from a interval based
time domain to sets of individuals. Roles are associated with functions from
this interval based time domain to sets of pairs of individuals. (This means
that the extension of a concept can change over time.) The use of Allen’s in-
terval calculus in defining Schmiedel’s standard semantics, implies that if we
know that a concept or relation holds over an interval we do not have automat-
ically any information regarding whether the concept or role holds during any
sub-interval. This problem can be solved by allowing to associate with a con-
cept or role Shoham’s hereditary properties [Sho87]. In our approach we define
concepts and roles using pointers, i.e. objects at a specific time where the speci-
ficity directly relates to object change. One advantage is that we have exploited
LITE’s ability to express mixed temporal relations. Therefore roles are allowed
to relate objects in different temporal contexts. Further in our approach it is
the structure itself which tells us whether we can conclude information about
sub-intervals.

The secondary temporal terms have some resemblance with the use of the
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plan description forming operators of Devanbu and Litman [DeL91]. Their
system CLASP is used to describe and classify plans. Their ‘plan description
forming operators’ include a SEQUENCE and LOOP operator. For instance

(SEQUENCE a b c)

represents a compound plan consisting of a sequence of a plan of type a, a plan
of type b and a plan of type c. Our seq operator works on roles. A plan could
be seen as a transition function between collections (and therefore a role where
a pointer in one collection is associated with a pointer in the other collection
involving the same object).

(seq a b c)

would then represent all the instantiations of the compound plan as a transition
function.

Recurrence is a crucial element of our common-sense notion of time. As
Koomen [Koo91] expresses :

From our earliest days we learn to perceive time as a result of two
important cognitive abilities : the awareness of change in the world
around us, and the ability to detect regularities in that change.
Without change there is no awareness of anything, and without
regularities there is awareness of chaos only.

However little work has been done on this topic. In [Koo91] a first order ax-
iomatization based on Allen’s interval calculus [All83] is proposed to reason
about recurrence. By using the LITE semantics and our plan formation oper-
ators, we have made a first step in introducing reasoning about recurrence in
terminological logics.
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